
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 96, iss. 10, pp. 716 { 722 c 2012 November 25Nonlinear mirror modes in the presence of hot electronsE.A.Kuznetsov+�1), T. Passot, P. L. Sulem+Lebedev Physical Institute of the RAS, 119991 Moscow, Russia�Space Research Institute of the RAS, 117997 Moscow, RussiaUniversit�e de Nice-Sophia Antipolis, CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur, PB 4229, 06304 Nice Cedex 4, FranceSubmitted 10 September 2012Resubmitted 1 October 2012A non-perturbative calculation of the gyrotropic pressures associated with large-scale mirror modes is per-formed, taking into account a �nite, possibly anisotropic electron temperature. In the small-amplitude limit,this leads to an extension of an asymptotic model previously derived for cold electrons. A model equation forthe pro�le of subcritical �nite-amplitude large-scale structures is also presented.1. Introduction. Pressure-balanced magneticstructures in the form of strong magnetic enhance-ments (humps) and depressions (holes) that are quasi-stationary in the plasma frame, with no or little changein the magnetic �eld direction, are commonly observedin regions of the solar wind and of planetary magne-tosheaths with relatively large � and a dominant (gen-erally ion) temperature in the transverse direction ( see,for instance, [1, 2] and references therein). The origin ofthese structures is still not fully understood, but theyare usually viewed as nonlinearly saturated states ofthe mirror instability (MI) discovered by Vedenov andSagdeev [3]. It is a kinetic instability whose growth ratewas �rst obtained under the assumption of cold elec-trons, a regime where the contributions of the parallelelectric �eld Ek can be neglected. However, in realis-tic space plasmas, the electron temperature can hardlybe ignored [4]. The linear theory retaining the electrontemperature and its possible anisotropy, in the quasi-hydrodynamic limit (which neglects �nite Larmor radiuscorrections), was developed in the case of bi-Maxwelliandistribution functions by several authors [5{9]. A gen-eral estimate of the growth rate under the sole conditionthat it is small compared with the ion gyrofrequency (acondition reecting close vicinity to threshold) is pre-sented in [10]. The instability then develops in quasi-perpendicular directions, making the parallel magneticperturbation dominant. This analysis includes in par-ticular regimes with a signi�cant electron temperatureanisotropy for which the instability extends beyond theion Larmor radius. In the limit where the instability islimited to scales large compared with the ion Larmorradius, only the leading order contribution in terms ofthe small parameter =(jkjzvki) is to be retained in es-1)e-mail: kuznetso@itp.ac.ru

timating Landau damping, and the growth rate is givenby  = 2p� TkiT?i jkz jvkiE h�� 1�?�1 + �? � �k2 � k2zk2? �� 34(1 + �?)�T?iTki � 1�(1 + F )k2?r2Li; (1)where� = T?iTki (�k + �?)2 + 2�k(�2? + 1)2�k(1 + �?)(�k + 1) � 1� 1�? (2)measures the distance to threshold andE = 1 + �?(1 + �k)2 h2 + �?(4 + �?) + �2ki ;F = TkeTke + Tkin�1 + �?�k �� 23 TkiT?i h� TkiT?i � 1� 1�?i � �?�T?eTke � 1�io:Here, T?� and Tk� are the perpendicular and parallel(relative to the ambient magnetic �eld B0 taken in the zdirection) temperatures of the species � (� = i for ionsand � = e for electrons ), �? = T?e=T?i, �k = Tke=Tkiand �? = �?i + �?e with �?� = 8�p?�=B20, where p?�is the perpendicular thermal pressure (similar de�nitionfor �k). Furthermore, the parallel thermal velocity is de-�ned as vk� = p2Tk�=m�, and rL = (2T?i=mp)1=2=
idenotes the ion Larmor radius (
i = eB0=mic is the iongyrofrequency).The growth rate given by Eq. (1) has the same struc-ture as in the cold electron regime considered in [11] inthe case of bi-Maxwellian ions and generalized in [12]and [9] to an arbitrary distribution function. The �rstterm within the curly brackets provides the thresholdcondition which coincides with that given in [5{11]. The716 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Nonlinear mirror modes in the presence of hot electrons 717second one reects the magnetic �eld line elasticity andthe third one (where F depends on the electron temper-atures due to the coupling between the species inducedby the parallel electric �eld which is relevant for hotelectrons) provides the arrest of the instability at smallscales by �nite Larmor radius (FLR) e�ects.An aim of this letter is to extend to hot electrons theweakly nonlinear analysis previously developed for coldelectrons [13, 14]. Since in this asymptotics, FLR con-tributions appear only at the linear level, the idea is touse the drift kinetic formalism to calculate the nonlinearterms. We show that the equation governing the evo-lution of weakly nonlinear mirror modes has the sameform as in the case of cold electrons. In particular, thesign of the nonlinear coupling coe�cient that prescribesthe shape of mirror structures, is not changed. Thisequation is of gradient type equation with a free energy(or a Lyapunov functional) which is unbounded from be-low. This leads to �nite-time blowing-up solutions [15],associated with the existence of a subcritical bifurca-tion [13, 14]. To describe subcritical stationary mirrorstructures in the strongly nonlinear regime, we presentan anisotropic MHD model where the perpendicular andparallel pressures are determined from the drift kineticequations in the adiabatic approximation, in the form ofprescribed functions of the magnetic �eld amplitude.2. Basic equations. A main condition character-izing mirror modes, at least near threshold, is providedby the force balance equation�r�p? + B28� �+ h1 + 4�B2 (p? � pk)i (B � r)B4� ++B(B � r)�p? � pkB2 ��r �� = 0; (3)where the pressure tensor, viewed as the the sum of thecontributions of the various species, has been written asthe sum of a gyrotropic part characterized by the par-allel (pk = P� pk�) and perpendicular (p? = P� p?�)pressures, and of a gyroviscous contribution� originat-ing from the sole ion FLR e�ects when concentratingon scales large compared with the electron Larmor ra-dius. As mentioned above, FLR e�ects arising only atthe linear level with respect to the amplitude of the per-turbations, the other linear and nonlinear contributionscan be evaluated from the drift kinetic equation for eachparticle species@f�@t + vkb � rf� + h� �b � rB + e�m�Eki@f�@vk = 0:(4)We ignore the transverse electric drift which is sub-dominant for mirror modes. In this approximation, both

ions and electrons move in the direction of the magnetic�eld (de�ned by the unit vector b = B=B) under thee�ect of the magnetic force � b � rB and the parallelelectric �eld Ek = �b � r� where the magnetic moment� = v2?=(2B) is an adiabatic invariant which plays therole of a parameter in Eq. (4). Here � is the electricpotential. The quasi-neutrality condition ne = ni � n,where n� = B R f�d�dvkd' � R f�d3v, is used to closethe system and eliminate Ek.In this framework where FLR e�ects are ne-glected, the gyrotropic pressures are given byp�k � m� R v2kf�d3v = m�B R v2kf�d�dvkd' andp�? � 12m� R v2?f�d3v = m�B2 R �f�d�dvkd'.The asymptotic equation governing the mirror dy-namics near threshold is obtained by expanding Eqs.(3), (4) and the quasi-neutrality condition, with the pres-sure tensor elements for each species computed near a bi-Maxwellian equilibrium state characterized by the tem-peratures T?� and Tk�.3. Linear instability. Before turning to the non-linear regime, we briey review the derivation of the MIlinear growth rate in the simpli�ed framework providedby the drift kinetic approximation which is only valid atscales large enough for FLR e�ects to be subdominant.Linearizing Eq. (3) about the background �eld B0and equilibrium pressures p(0)? and p(0)k , and consideringperturbations eB and p(1)? / e�i!t+ik�r, we getp(1)? + B0 eBz4� = � k2zk2?�1 + �? � �k2 �B0 eBz4� : (5)Here, p(1)? has to be calculated from the linearized driftkinetic equation@f (1)�@t + vk @f (1)�@z + h� �@ eBz@z + e�m�Eki@f (0)�@vk = 0;(6)where we assume each f (0)� to be a bi-Maxwellian distri-bution functionf (0)� = A� exp�� v2kv2k� � �B0m�T?� �; (7)with A� = n0m�=(2�p�vk�T?�).Equation (6) is solved in Fourier representation, asf (1)� = ��eBz + (e�=m�)�! � kzvk kz @f (0)�@vk : (8)The neutrality condition allows one to express the po-tential � in terms of eBz. Indeed, assuming � =�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



718 E.A.Kuznetsov, T. Passot, P. L. Sulemp�!=(jkzjvki) � 1 (so that the contribution from theLandau pole is small),Z f (1)i dvzd�d' = � n0B0Tki�T?i eBzB0 + e��(1 + i��:Similarly, neglecting the electron Landau resonance con-tribution because of the small mass ratio,Z f (1)e dvkd�d' = � n0B0Tke�T?e eBzB0 � e��:Consequently,e� � T?i1 + �k h(�? � �k)� �k(1 + �?)1 + �k i�i eBzB0 :We thus recover that for mirror modes, the parallel elec-tric �eld vanishes when the electrons are cold (�? == �k = 0). Interestingly, when �? = �k, only the Landaupole contributes to �.It is now necessary to evaluatep(1)? = 2 eBzB0 p(0)? +B20X� m� Z �f (1)� d�dvkd':Using Z kzvk! � kzvk f (0)i d�dvkd' = � n0B0 (1 + i�);Z kzvk! � kzvk f (0)e d�dvkd' = � n0B0 ;we getp(1)? = ��?B204� h 1�? + �+ T?iTki i�D2(1 + �?)i eBzB0 :Substituting this expression into the linearized force bal-ance equation yields the linear instability growth rategiven by Eq. (1), up to the FLR term which is notcaptured by the drift kinetic approximation. Note thatthe growth rate given by Eq. (1) is consistent withthe applicability condition =jkzj � vki near threshold(�� 1), as kz and (kz=k?)2 scale like �, while  like �2.4.General pressure estimates. As demonstratedin [13, 14], the scalings resulting from the linear theorynear threshold imply an adiabaticity condition to lead-ing order. It is thus enough to consider the stationarykinetic equationvkb � rf� � (b � r)��B + e�m��� @f�@vk = 0: (9)It turns out that Eq. (9) is exactly solvable, the generalsolution being an arbitrary function f� = g�(�;W�) of

the particle energy W� = v2k=2 + �B + e�m��, and of �.To �nd the function g�(�;W�), we use the adiabatic-ity argument which means that, to leading order, g�as a function of � and W� retains its form during theevolution. Therefore, the function g�(�;W�) is foundby matching with the initial distribution function f (0)�given by Eq. (7) which corresponds to � = 0 andW� = v2k=2 + �B0. We getg�(�;W�) = A� exp�� v2kv2k� � �B0m�T?� � == A� exp h� 2W�v2k� + �B0m�� 1Tk� � 1T?��i: (10)Thus, g�(�;W�) is a Boltzmann distribution functionwith respect to W� but, at �xed W�, it displays an ex-ponential growth relatively to � if T?� > Tk�. Thise�ect can however be compensated by the dependenceofW� in �. This means that only a fraction of the phasespace (�;W�) is accessible, a property possibly relatedwith the existence of trapped and untrapped particles.Note that expanding Eq. (10) relatively to eBz=B0 ande�(1)=T?i reproduces the �rst order contribution to thedistribution function given by Eq. (8) with ! = 0, andalso the second order correction found in [13, 14] in thecase of cold electrons. It should be emphasized that Eq.(10) only assumes adiabaticity and remains valid for �-nite perturbations.The function g� can also be rewritten in terms of vk,v?, and � asg� = A� exp h� m�v2k2Tk� � e��Tk� i�� exp��m�v2?2T?� hT?�Tk� � B0B �T?�Tk� � 1�i� ;which can be viewed as the bi-Maxwellian distributionfunction with the renormalized transverse temperatureT (e�)?� = T?� �T?�Tk� � B0B �T?�Tk� � 1���1 :Note the Boltzmann factor exp�[e��=Tk�] in the ex-pression of g�. For cold electrons, the ion distributionfunction was obtained in [16] by assuming that it re-mains bi-Maxwellian, and owing to the invariance of thekinetic energy and of the magnetic moment. This esti-mate, obtained by neglecting both time dependency (andconsequently Landau resonance) and �nite Larmor ra-dius corrections, reproduces the closure condition givenin [17].After rewriting Eq. (10) in the form�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Nonlinear mirror modes in the presence of hot electrons 719g� = A� exp h� e��Tk� � v2kv2k� �� �B0m�T?� �1 + T?�Tk� B �B0B0 �i;the quasi-neutrality condition gives�1 + T?iTki B �B0B0 ��1 exp�� e�Tki� == �1 + T?eTke B �B0B0 ��1 exp� e�Tke�or e� = (T�1ki + T�1ke )�1 �� log"�1 + T?eTke B �B0B0 ��1 + T?iTki B �B0B0 ��1# :(11)Interestingly, the electron density (and thus also that ofthe ions)ne = n0 BB0 �1 + T?eTke B �B0B0 ��1 exp� e�Tke�has the usual Boltzmann factor exp �e�=Tke� and alsoan algebraic prefactor depending on the magnetic �eldB. In the case of isotropic electron temperature (T?e == Tke � Te), the electron density has the usual Boltz-mann form ne = n0 exp (e�=Te).Equation (11) shows that the potential vanishes intwo cases: for cold electrons and also when electronand ion temperature anisotropies ae and ai (with a� == T?�=Tk�) are equal, a case considered in the lineartheory of the mirror instability [5, 18, 11].In order to evaluate explicitly the perpendicular pres-sure for each speciesp?� = m�B2 Z �g�d�dvkd' == n0T?�B2B20 �1 + T?�Tk� B �B0B0 ��2 exp�� e��Tk� �;where e� is given by Eq. (11), it is convenient to intro-duce the functionsS?i(u) = � 1 + u1 + aiu�2� 1 + aiu1 + aeu�ci ; (12)S?e(u) = � 1 + u1 + aeu�2�1 + aeu1 + aiu�ce ; (13)with the notations u = (B � B0)=B0 and c� == T�1k� =(T�1ki +T�1ke ). The two latter functions transformone into the other by exchanging the subscripts i and e.

The ion and electron perpendicular pressures are thenwritten as p?� = n0T?�S?�(u). In the special case ofcold electrons,p? = n0T?iB2B20 �1 + T?iTki B �B0B0 ��2;which is algebraic relatively to B. From this expressionas well as from the general formula for p? = p?i + p?egiven by Eqs. (12) and (13) it follows that the perpendic-ular and magnetic pressures are anticorrelated. WhenB increases (decreases), the ratio of the perpendicularto the magnetic pressure, i.e. the local �?, decreases(increases), which corresponds to a reduction (an in-crease) of the distance to threshold. This implies thatthe instability cannot saturate at small amplitudes.Similarly, for the parallel pressure, we havepk� = n0Tk� BB0�1 + T?�Tk� B �B0B0 ��1 exp�� e��Tk� �;that rewrites pk� = n0Tk�Sk�(u) withSki(u) = � 1 + u1 + aiu�� 1 + aiu1 + aeu�ci ; (14)Ske(u) = � 1 + u1 + aeu��1 + aeu1 + aiu�ce : (15)5. The weakly nonlinear regime. As it followsfrom Eq. (5), in the linear regime near threshold, theuctuations of perpendicular and magnetic pressures al-most compensate each other. In the weakly nonlinearregime, the second order correction to the total (per-pendicular plus magnetic) pressure is thus relevant andleads to a local shift of �. To �nd this correction, weconsider the expansions of the perpendicular pressuresof the ions and electrons in the u variable. Because ofthe symmetry between the functions S?i(u) and S?e(u),it is enough to consider the expansionS?i(u) = 1 + uh2� 2ai � ci(ae � ai)i++ u2ncihaeai � a2i + 12(ae � ai)2i�� 4ai + 3a2i + 12c2i (ae � ai)2 � 2ci(ae � ai) ++ 2�ici(ae � ai) + 1i+O �u3� :As a result, the second order contributions to the per-pendicular ion pressure is given byp(2)i? = n0T?in3a2i � 4ai + 1 + ci(ae � ai)�� h12(ci + 1)(ae � ai)� 2 + 3aiiou2;�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



720 E.A.Kuznetsov, T. Passot, P. L. Sulemwith an analogous formula for the perpendicular electronpressure, obtained by exchanging the i and e indices.Furthermore, the threshold condition rewritesB204� + n0nT?i [2� 2ai � ci (ae � ai)] ++ T?e [2� 2ae + ce (ae � ai)]o = 0: (16)The quadratic contributions to the pressure balance (3),originating from p(2)i? + p(2)e? + (B �B0)2 =(8�), are col-lected in a term ��B�B0B0 �2 with� = n0�T?in3a2i � 4ai + 1 ++ ci(ae � ai)h12(1 + ci)(ae � ai)� 2 + 3aii�++ T?en3a2e � 4ae + 1 + ce(ae � ai)�� h12(1 + ce)(ae � ai) + 2� 3aeio�+ B208� : (17)The value �c of � at threshold is obtained by expressingB20=8� by means of Eq. (16), which gives�c = n0�T?in3a2i � 4ai + 1 ++ ci(ae � ai)h12(1 + ci)(ae � ai)� 2 + 3aii�� 12h2� 2ai � ci(ae � ai)io++ T?en3a2e � 4ae + 1 + ce(ae � ai)�� h12(1 + ce)(ae � ai) + 2� 3aei�� 12h2� 2ae + ce(ae � ai)io�:After some algebra, de�ning �c = �c=(n0T?i), one gets�c�i = T?iTki h3 + 3�3?�2k � 12 ��? � �k�2�2k �1 + �k�2 �� h4�? + 4�2k + 5 (�? + 1) �kio�� 32�k �1 + �k� h��? + �k�2 + 2�k(1 + �2?)i : (18)Proceeding as in [13], retaining the contribution ofthe above quadratic terms to the pressure balance, leadsone to supplement a nonlinear contribution to Eq. (1)that becomes@u@t = 2p� TkiT?i vkiD cKzh�u� ��? (�?)�1@zzu++ 34�T?iTki � 1� 1 + F1 + �? r2L�?u� �c2(1 + �?)u2i: (19)

Here the integral operator bKz reduces in Fourier rep-resentation to jkz j and � = 1 + (�? � �k)=2. Fur-thermore, within the present approximation, u coincideswith eBz=B0.Equation (19) extends the result of [13, 19] valid forcold electrons. As in the latter case, this equation is agradient type equation,@u@t = �cKz �F�u ;for which the free energy (written in dimensionless vari-ables)F = Z �12 ���u2 + (@zu)2 + u��1? @zzu�+ 13�cu3� dris unbounded from below due to the integral R �cu3dr.This leads to a blow-up behavior, associated with a sub-critical bifurcation [13, 14]. Saturation at large valuesof the amplitude and formation of stationary structuresrequires additional nonlinear e�ects such as the inu-ence of resonant particles on the nonlinear coupling [20].Equation (19) that does not include saturation processesis not suitable to address the question of the reductionof the temperature anisotropy by the development of themirror instability mentioned in [3]. This e�ect is re-produced by the quasi-linear theory [21], and was alsostudied in the context of the so-called FLR-Landau uidmodel that, like the present asymptotics, retains a lin-ear description of the Landau resonance and of FLR ef-fects, but includes all the hydrodynamic nonlinearitiesand does not a priori prescribe a pressure balance con-dition. It was observed in this case that during the sat-uration phase, the mean temperatures rapidly evolve ina way as to reduce the distance to threshold [22].As demonstrated in [13, 14], the sign of the nonlin-ear coupling �c de�nes the type of the mirror structures,namely holes (�c > 0) or humps (�c < 0), near thresh-old. This sign is strongly dependent on the equilibiumdistribution function [23] . It is nevertheless of interestto consider the case where both ions and electrons havea bi-Maxwellian distribution function. It turns out thatthe sign of �c can then be determined analytically in afew special cases.(i) Limit �k � �?:�cn0T?iai = �2?�k �T?eTke � 32� > 0:(ii) Equal anisotropies (�? = �k):�c = n0(T?i + T?e) �3a2 � 4a+ 1��� n0(T?i + T?e) (1� a) = 3aB208� > 0:�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Nonlinear mirror modes in the presence of hot electrons 721(iii) Isotropic electron temperature. The coe�cient�c can be rewritten in the form�c = n0(ai � 1)(T?in(3ai � 1) ++ cih12(1 + ci) (�i � 1) + 2� 3aiio++ Teceh12 (1 + ce) (ai � 1) + 1i�+ B208� :Furthermore, at threshold,12n0(ai � 1) [T?i (2� ci) + T?ece] = B208� > 0:Hence, we simultaneously have two inequalities ai > 1and T?ece > T?i(ci � 2). Therefore,�c = n0(ai � 1)�T?in(3ai � 1) ++ cih12(1 + ci)(ai � 1) + 2� 3aiio++ Teceh12(1 + ce)(ai � 1) + 1i�++ 12n0(ai � 1) [T?i (2� ci) + T?ece] == n0(ai � 1)�T?in3ai(1� ci) ++ cih12(1 + ci) (ai � 1) + 32io++ Teceh2 + 12 (1 + ce) (ai � 1) i�;which is positive, because 1� ci = ce = (1 + �k)�1 > 0and ai > 1.(iv) More general conditions. A numerical approachwas used in this case. Figure 1 displays, for typical val-

Fig. 1. Variation with �k of the distance to threshold �given by Eq. (2) (dashed line) and of the normalized non-linear coupling coe�cient � (solid line) evaluated fromEq. (17) for �? = 1, ai = 1:1, and �?i = 10ues of the parameters (taken here as �? = 1, ai = 1:1,and �?i = 10), the distance to threshold � (dashed line)

given by Eq. (2) and the non-dimensional nonlinear cou-pling coe�cient � = �=(n0T?i) (solid line), where � isgiven by Eq. (17), as a function of �k. This graph is typ-ical of the general behavior of these functions and showsthat they are both decreasing as �k increases, with � pos-sibly reaching negative values, but only below threshold.In order to show that the value �c, given by Eq. (18),of � at threshold is positive in a wider range of para-meters, we display in Fig. 2, as a function of �?i for

Fig. 2. Variation with �?i of the minimum min�c of thenormalized nonlinear coupling coe�cient taken in an in-terval of values of ap between 0 and ap1(�?i), de�ned suchthat the threshold is obtained for a value of �k equal to100, for �? = 0:2 (solid line), �? = 1 (dotted line), and�? = 5 (dashed line)�? = 0:2 (solid line), �? = 1 (dotted line) and �? = 5(dashed line), the quantity min (�c) obtained after min-imizing �c in an interval of values of ap between 0 andap1(�?i). The latter quantity is arbitrarily de�ned suchthat the threshold is obtained for a value of �k equal to100. This graph shows that min(�c) varies little with�? but is very sensitive to �?i. As the latter parame-ter is increased, min (�c) decreases but remains alwayspositive. Although this numerical observation is not arigorous proof, it convincingly shows that � > 0 in theparameter range of physical interest.6. Stationary nonlinear structures. Substitut-ing the explicit expressions of the gyrotropic pressuresin terms of the magnetic �eld amplitude given in theSection IV, within the equation for the balance of forces�r�p? + B28� �+ h1 + 4�B2 (p? � pk)i (B � r)B4� ++B(B � r)�p? � pkB2 � = 0; (20)leads to a closed system that seems overdetermined dueto the divergenceless condition r�B = 0. In fact, it canbe checked, after some algebra using the explicit expres-sions (12), (13) and (14), (15), that the projection of Eq.(20) on the magnetic �eld vanishes identically, thus re-7 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



722 E.A.Kuznetsov, T. Passot, P. L. Sulemducing the system to three equations for three unknowns.These equations can be useful for �nding, possibly nu-merically, stationary pro�les of three-dimensional �nite-amplitude stationary mirror structures. Note that Eq.(20) di�ers from the Grad{Shafranov equation [24, 25]in that the parallel and perpendicular pressures are hereprescribed functions of the magnetic �eld amplitude. Amain issue concerns the existence of stable subcritical so-lutions, a question that is beyond the scope of this letterand will be addressed in forthcoming works. Such struc-tures are reported by satellite observations [26, 27] andare also expected from the subcritical character of themirror instability [14]. Equilibrium solutions were com-puted in one-space dimension in [17], where they leadto discontinuous pro�les. Their regularization would re-quire that FLR corrections be retained. These addi-tional contributions are known from the linear kinetictheory but their extension to the �nite-amplitude caseremains a challenging problem.This work was supported by the CNRS PICSprogramme 6073 and RFBR grant #12-02-91062-CNRS a. T.P. and P.L.S. bene�ted from supportfrom INSU-CNRS Programme National PNST. Thework of E.K. was also supported by the RAS Pre-sidium Program \Fundamental problems of nonlineardynamics in mathematical and physical sciences",Grant NSh 7550.2006.2 and by the French Minist�ere del'Enseignement Sup�erieur et de la Recherche.1. P. L. Sulem, AIP Conf. Proc. 1356, 159, (2011).2. V. G�enot, E. Budnik, C. Jacquey et al., Adv. Geosci.,v. 14: Solar Terrestrial (ST) (ed. by M. Duldig), WorldScienti�c, 2009, p. 263.3. A.A. Vedenov and R.Z. Sagdeev, Plas. Phys. & Problemof Cont. Therm. React., v. III (ed. by M.A. Leontovich),Pergamon Press, N.Y., 1958, p. 332.4. �S. �Stver�ak, P. Tr�avn���cek, M. Maksimovic et al., J. Geo-phys. Res. 113, A03103 (2008).5. T. H. Stix, The Theory of Plasma Waves, McGraw-Hill,1962.6. F. G. E. Pantellini and S. J. Schwartz, J. Geophys. Res.
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